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t. Incrodaction

The Trickle and Flood of Mateh/Sci ce Teachers

Thei condition of Amer,Ican mathematics and science-education
'at the sycondazy leviel has-deteriorated significantly over the
pasjotwtaty years. Both the numbers of students studying math
and science and their achievement levels as measured by SAI'S and
the National Assessment of Educaricinal Progress have decIirNd
steadily since the early sixties.1' This disturbing situation
comes at a time when industry's 'need for quVified.workers with
math and science.backgrounds -- from Ph.D-level senior scientists
to high school educated, technicians -- is on the rise. Moreover,
even those students who k) onto non- technical careers often lock
a minimum level of math and- science competency required for non- -
quan- titative jobs and, daily living.

The federal commissions. state legislative task forces,
private foundtions and individual schorlars investigating the
sources of these doWnward trends all stress the critical
imporpanceof the classroom teacher in the delivery of. a quality
education. Findings generated by 'these studies indkate that the .

current math/science education crisis is' due, in significant,..2
part, ,to:

V

1) A critical shortage of entry-level teachers certified in
/ physics,' math and chemistry; and
r

2) Significant attrition. among experienced math and sciapce
teachers whd are leaving/education for high-er paying
jobs in industry.

The trickle of qualifit.d pecondaryschool math and science
teachers entering and the flood of those leaving the prdfe.ssfion
are beco5ing increasingly acute. PIn 1980, America's institutes
of (higher eddcation produced 78% fewer math teachers and'64%
-fewer science teachers than. they had in 1971. In 1981,.42 spates
(out of 46 responding to a pbrivatelY""conductedsurvey) ,reported
either a "critical short age" or a "shortage'* of, mathematics and

2'physics teachers. ,,,..14..

, 4 ,
The decline in entry -level math and sc,Lence techer§ is

the results of economic, social and demographiokjorces. Young*
> capable cqllege graduates with .scientific abIty are finding'.
that their aptitudes and training are worth 4ar-more earning,
power in industry than in education. Starting 'laries in'the:
tomputer or banking industries foetechniCally-t ktned 1

individuals often rank between twen2v-five an4.t$irty-thousa
,op

dollars, while in 1982, the 'mean starting sally'f,or ew:4e her 106

. pith Master's degrees in MassachuSetts was $1 76 4Not 4y Ca.; -,

'1 Aare starting salaries much lower, but opport,uniAtes. o -*each a
A
)

high salary jevel after lengthy service (Ix.: non-7e*i4stient in

r.
education.. Thus,, for example; the average maximtiiii lch&luled

1 r
. .
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salary of public school teachers in MassachusettS i 1981 was i.

$24,000.
. 1

The exodus of experienced -leachers"to non-education fieldg
''-----ts---alsT economically and socially based. In 1981, almost five

ctimes more science and mathemztics teachers left their shuol
systems to take non-teaching j bs than left due to 'retirement.:!-'

/

And this trend promiges to con inue: a recent survey of"
-mathematics and physics teachers in the Boston area indicated
that within the next twoyears six out orten math teachers plan
to leive Aeaching, while li. out of 19 physics' teachers hppe to
find Other non - teaching positions.-j In addition to the obvious
economic advantages of such a career-change, these profegionals
are making the move to industry because they believe that society
does not value their contrOktions. Their b(Ililfs a?e reinfor"ced
-by low salaries and the genCral societal attitude that teachers
are i*volved i.,n little more than'sophisticated childcare.

Negative economic and social conditions are exacerbated by
demographic changes- that will heavily influence the future.
production ofmatti and science Leachers; oer the next dozen
years there will be mote than a 25% drop iN the number of 18-25
year olds. Neither the pay differeitCials suggested by sdme to
bridge the' economic gap, nor the bills pending in Congress -to
forgivw"ndergraduate student loans for the study of scientific
education/ address the ,fact. that the traditional labor pool for
new teachers -- t pose in their eaxly twenties -- will decrease'
significantly oveLthe next decade. Moi.eover, women, who
'historically have entered the teaching profession in great
numbers, now are finding additional career opportunities in other
fields.

f

In sum., the higher salaries and greater prestige of careers
in private indit'stry ere drawing 'both new atd exisOing teachers
away ,from the teaching ftroftession. As .a rehult, the nation's
greatest resource and hopeefor the future, our children, are

. being denied the Jevel of mathematics and technology education
they. need to remain on a par with the students of other countries
and cultures. Moreover, without adequate exposure to the kinds
of independent thought, analytic judgment and problem-solving
skills encouraged by 4 superior math and science education, our
children will gradua'e from secondary school as teOmic41.
illiterates --entering a society increasingly driven by scienot
and technology. To avert such a fate, we must find alternative
sources of qaalified and dedicated mathiond science teachers ro
participate in the education of our youth.

An lrrnovative Solution: The Midcareef Math )and Science Program
t

To address the incredhingly critical sho.rp4i'ts-,of math and,,

. tifience teachers, the HQrvard Graduate School of Education (HGSE)

has launched an innovative Midcaree-ti Math and Science Pr /gram.

The MCMS Program is designed to provide mid to late-career pro-
fessionals who. already VoiSsess quantitative backgrbunds in high

1
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.technology, scientific research and financial servic's with the
training they' need to become sectn:!ary math and4Science .clasrooM

teachers. The Program, which awards either a Master's degree or
a Certificate of Advanced Study, is ccontiucte d duripg'the academic,
year with Optional skimmer study workshops,.and meets the Massa-
chusetts certification requirements for secoryary school teachers:7_,

The M.CMS Program has four objectives;
.

To imp rove the condition of math and science educa4ibn for
children at the precollegiate level by crafting anAinnova-
tive-response to .the shortage of qualified new teachers
and the attrition of experienced professionals; A

alko
*.%0411..

To demonstrate that a previouslyupderutitized and large.
labe"r pool for education -- *id/late career professionals
-- can and will make a si'gnificant contribution to the
education of our nation's youth;

To infuse school settings and curricula with knowledge
conveyed by mid-career professionals of real .world
applications of math and science; and

Ate To offer\An innovative model for other educational
institutions across the country to address the condition
of secondary .mathematics and, science education at the
focal level.4-

Qin

We believe that midcareer professionals are a particularly
appropriate source of new teacher any potential Riarti'cipants

in ehe fifty to sixty year old br cket are eligible for early
retirement or voluntary severanC plans. Dependang on the
'industry and. the employee's stat s, good pension plans.arealso
available to them, fre-quently aranteeing Up to 50% of previous. 4

income levels. Fad, most indievidvats in this age bracket,- the two
most significant financiald!expenses of their careers mortgage
payments and college-tuitions --are often well behind-them. ,With
potential tax advantages and changing financial requirements, a
it4w career in teaching may not be as/ economically constraining
for a'midcareer professional as it ,is for a young teacher.

The social argument that teaching is nota status- conferring
4116career also bears Jess influence on midcareer professionals

because the midcareer professional has already established his
/her reputation in another field. Recrit research on career
development, indicates that many individuals in this age bracket
have economically -- and psychologically -- "plateeued" in the (

corpOrate.worldi,and would welcome an opportunity for new
challenges.8/An advantage to teaching as a second career is that
it 'of fers many professionals a change of pacetand a new. 41,0

edployment environ)iient. Teaching also offers those wh.o feel a
social commitment to the .young of our society -- and 4o the type
of education,which,Ap part, enabldtl.them tersUcceed in their
first careers wirtt an opportunity to serve.

p
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The demographic.- factors that will contribute to the trickle
of young people entering teaching are also more favorable for the

cmidcareer group. While the number of 19-24,year'olds will
ummet in the n e x t decade, the group of.49-54 year olds will

4 -increase significantly. This factor, coupled with the increasing
interest of professionals to work beyond the age of 62 or 65,
makes the 'potential contribution of this midcareer group
extremely large.

Enthusiasm for 'the MCMS Program has been high since its
!inception one year ago; many nid-car a< professionals, in fact,
are inteested in persuing a second career as a secondary eehool

teacher. burin 4 the MCM'S' first year of operation, its Program
Director received 'over 400 inquiries about Program activities afd
requirements. Continuing press coverage not only in general

.interest publications (e.g., newspapers and education- related
magazines) but in professional jou'rnals (Machine Design,
Engineering Times, 'etc.) have continued to generate ,requests and
applications from potential students all over the country. For

example, a recent atticle in "Afterburner," a'magazi'ne for
retired Air Force officers, generated 75 requests for information
An two weeks!'

g

class of six stjcle ts. By the fall of 1984, the size of the

Program will expan to twenty.. ThA pen and women participating
in the Program'l irst two years have diverse backgrounds and
experiences: the first year's student body cbnsisted of a
retired army' colonel with an advanced degree in nuclear
engineering, a photographic scientist most recently involved in
eye research, a Ph.D. chemical engineer, two electrical engineers
with experience in high technology and software design, and a
housewife with a background in biology. Next year's class will
include a retired reeradmiral, a chief meterologist from the
United Sates Weather Service, n microbiologist, a biochemist,
two physicists, civil and electrical engineers, and a missile
system!; expert.

.MCM.S Program participaots, who range in age from their late

thirties to early sixties, bring outstanding academic qualifica-
tions Io their new careers. Nearly all' have Master's Degrees or
Doctorates in the fields in whiCh they want to teach and over 15%
have completed iheir studies as Phi Beta.Kappiis. Nearly all have
scored above the 95th percentile of the Graduate Record Examina-
tion and their mean score on the Miller Analogies Test is '76.

This latter statistic ranks the MCMS student considerably higher
than the average graduate education school applicant whose
average Miller Analogies score is 48.2.

The MCMS Pr ram began in September 1983, with an initial

The reasons these participants have given for wanting to
belOme classroom teachers at mid, career are varied, but two

common themes emerge: the desire to change the quality of their

own lives:and the'wish to contribute to the education of poung
people. Take, for instance, .Anthony Copas, a Ph. D chemical
engineer who was among the Program's fi- . graduates. Copal

4
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. resigned his position with a privalte firm to become a high school
science teacher because he was. lot satisfied with his current
research position and - wanted to pursue a long-standing interest
in Eeaching...As Copas explained,

I've acquirpd all, this knowledge [while
obtaining a Ph.D.I.and I'm looking folb an
opportunity to pass it along. It's not that I

don't feel good about engiqeering! But I think
I'd feel better if I had a chance to influence
some students. I want to do something more
iraningful with my life.

Starting 1this fall, Mr. lCopas will teach physics amd mathematics
in a serondary school in Salt Lake City, Utah. Aff

Similarly, Robert Bliss has enrolled in the MCMS Program to
fulfill a life-long dream. Although he collects early retirement
from his 25-year 'ingiaeering career with a large manufacturing
firm, he does not )4ke the inactivity implied by retirement.
Like Copas, he wants to use his,experience in business and
industry to enrich the lives of the young. He explains,

Just observing my own chiddi'en, 41 know that if
their teacher had possessed a knowledge of hbw
these things could be applied in industry, it
might have taken them' beyond the required two
year's of math.

The nine months of study provided by the MCMS Program
include a total of eight courses divided among educational .
theory, methods of teaching math and science, classroom practice
and electives. Building on the in-depth subject matter expertise
and familiarity' with real-world applications that Program
participants already possess, the MCMS program provides them with
thf skills and credentials they need to teach in their subject,
arhas as 'well as a more realistic perspective on the educational
,process. 0More specificall/,-the academic program includes:

The study of teaching and learnIng from a developmental
psychology perspective. Topics fncITJM what kinds' of
experiences affect a learner's coustrbetion of knowledge,
and what is the teacher's role.

The study of schools as organizations. Topics include
the general climate of schools, the Structure'f work,
bureaucratic expectations, key organizational features,
and the developmental stages of ateacher's career.

The .stuy of the practice of teaching in specific /

subject areas:Topics here include familiarization with
curricula and ilstructtonal techniques in physics, math
biology, and chemistry.

7
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The Program's participants also take a variety of ,plective

courses at the Graduate School of Education and other schools of

Harvard University. These Courses' range from Addlescenk .

Psychology, to the Philosophy of Science. In addition, nearly all
of the Program's students participate in an examination of the
psychological, pedagogical and social impacts of interactive
technologies on thinking and learning in the clas4.room.

Beyond their work at Harvard, participants work directly,
with practicing classroom teachers in a variety of high school
settings. The Program strongly emphasizes this field-based.
component and encourages the 'activioarticipation of cldssroom
teachers in 'the trainisng of these new teachers. The ratio of
HG8E personnel who supervise.theopractice teaching component of
the Program to students is high and mentor teachers within
participating sdhool-districts receive special training to
enhance their contact with Program participants.

Although twenty students per year may seem to be a small
number in the face oftrie critical shortages described abbve, the
impact of3the MCMS Program should not-be underestimated. If we
conservatively, estimate that the twenty -six individuals
graddating in the MCMS Program's first two years each teach 100

.

Nudents per year, by the end of the fifth year of the Program,
ese individtials will have directly affected the education of

8400 secondary schooj students who might otherwise have been
taught with less commitmenm, less enthusiasm, and less awareness
of how math and science directly impact the quality of each
student's daily life.

MoMoreover, oone of the primary gOals of the MCMS Program, is to
disseminate strategies for bringing 'mid-career professionals into

the teaching profession. To this end, the Program has been
designed to sere as a model for other institutions of higher
education. Aleeady inqUiries from such potential Program
adopters as the itniversities pf California at Berkeley, Western
Michigan, Seattle, Rutgers, LewiS.-and Clark, Indiana', Bridgeport,

.-Tordham and George Washington as well 'as twenty-five other
institutions of higher learning and state legislatures in Texas,
Oklahoma, Michigan and South Carolina have spread the Program's
influence far beyond its initiat group of graduates.

In sum, the Harvard Graduate School' of EducaLtion's Midcareer
Math and Science Program offers uniqu) advantages to several
constituencies:

.

(
-For our nation's children, this Program provides well-(
trained pofessionals to deliver math and science
instruction. Such instruction, enthusiastically and
knowledgeably delivered, will enable students to function
better as individuals and contributing members of .our

society.
4.
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For our nation's schools, the Program recognizes
develops an.d utilizes a new labor pool never seriously

considered before. This model .represents a powerful

potential to address concerns' of teacher quality rind
preparation in secondary education.

For:business and industry, the Program helps to. produce

better trained young people to enter the workforce. In

addition:I it offers the potential of greater flexibility

and increased productivity within the corporatioq, as a
result of viable career-alternatives for current

t
\,

employees.

For other graduate schools of education, this Program

stands as a model of.a ,creativeutilization of resoure
and personnel to address the status of pre - 'collegiate

math and science education. The Program is designed to

be replicated in other parts of the country with

evaluation results widely shared.

I
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